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Let’s talk about this, let’s REALLY dive into this topic.

Simply put, The White Saviour Complex is the operation of

outsiders entering a community to develop and orchestrate

solutions for communities without the consultation, reflection

or inclusion of members from the community. And more

often than none, also benefit from this act. It is the bold

intrusion into communities who have made their

disadvantages in society known, and results in the outsider

feeling an overwhelming, heart wrenching need and

motivation to “save” this community from its own self

destruction. They enter with the assumption of being “the

experts” who can solve the problem, and give little to no

thought about the existing strengths of the community while

neglecting the importance of collaboration.

This is one of the most dangerous and powerful structures that

have impacted both Indigenous and Black communities in

maintaining power imbalances, restricting access to resources

and the continued silencing of these voices. The intricacies of

this are so complex, unless you have a clear illustration of the

processes taken to develop an initiative, it can appear

transformative and progressive.
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Who is the face of this initiative?

Who and how many have been consulted from

the community to support the direction of this

initiative?

How do they benefit (monetary & non monetary

gain) from their involvement? And how do they

use this benefit and power to recycle this back

into the community?

What precautions and directions have they taken

to ensure it is community led and not ideas

organized in isolation of the community?

These  behaviours are often framed as an act of

kindness, a helping hand if you may - and in many

ways its structured to present itself this way. The

need to save communities that one does not belong

to, can be motivated by: individual guilt; an

underlying need for social recognition through

philanthropy; maybe even, the need to prove that

one is morally superior and socially aware. Whatever

the purpose may be, this is what separates those who

genuinely look to be an ally to disadvantaged

communities and those who look to profit off the

benefits of being recognized as an “ally.” Whereas

one comes from a strength’s based approach, the

latter looks to propel self through the pains of a

community. To be rewarded for their genius and

their contributions. One of the easiest ways to

differentiate between a genuine ally-ship and those

who are exhibiting The White Saviour Complex are

simple:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. How does the initiative take up space in the
community and redirect it outside of the
community?

If these questions cannot be answered from the

voices of the community in which they are serving,

you have found yourself The White Saviour

Complex. It is this same complex that justified

slavery, residential schooling, charity exploitation

and many other failed attempts at saving

communities that have only called for the support

and resources to strengthen what is already

existing. The White Saviour Complex is how

empirical research has been conducted, and how it

has constructed our current knowledge base today.

It’s important to always place communities at the

forefront when entering as an insider, and allowing

their voices to be clearly heard, and lead all the

work done within said community. Because if not,

one can result in functioning as an oppressor.

Sabotaging, gentrifying and compacting the

existing oppressions of a community. Regardless of

one’s conscious intent -  intent is meaningless if the

reality of ones actions are harmful.
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